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Abstract
Introduction: Posterior urethral valve (PUV) is the leading etiology of lower urinary tract obstruction (LUTO) in boys
and is an important cause of end-stage renal disease (ESRD) in children. The aim of this article is to review the current
status on antenatal intervention for PUV as well as postnatal medical and surgical management.
Main body: MEDLINE, EMBASE, Pubmed and Google Scholar search was conducted throughout December 2020
using the keywords: posterior urethral valves, congenital urinary obstruction, antenatal, valve bladder syndrome,
medical, anticholinergics, alpha blocker, antibiotics, biofeedback, diversion, augmentation cystoplasty and renal transplantation. Only papers written in English were included. The relevant literature was summarized. Despite advances
in antenatal intervention for fetal LUTO, it remains associated with considerable fetal and maternal morbidity. Patient
selection criteria for antenatal intervention are greatly debated. Fetal intervention has resulted in improved perinatal
survival in properly selected cases, with a questionable benefit to postnatal renal function. There is decent evidence
supporting the use of anticholinergics in infants and young children following valve ablation, with less robust evidence advocating alpha blockers, overnight catheter drainage and biofeedback. The role of urinary diversion remains
contentious. Optimizing bladder dynamics is crucial for successful renal transplantation outcomes.
Conclusion: While antenatal intervention has failed to improve renal function outcomes of PUV, patient-centered
medical and sometimes surgical interventions can help delay the progression of chronic kidney disease. Lifelong
monitoring and management of the associated bladder dysfunction is indispensable even after successful renal
transplantation.
Keywords: Posterior urethral valve, Antenatal, Medical, Anticholinergic, Diversion, Bladder neck incision, Bladder
augmentation, Kidney transplantation
1 Background
Posterior urethral valve (PUV) is the most common
cause of lower urinary tract obstruction (LUTO) in children and is an important etiology of end-stage renal disease (ESRD) in children. Consequent to LUTO, a cascade
of structural and functional changes affects the developing bladder leading to bladder dysfunction (BD) in a significant patient proportion even after successful relief of
obstruction. The resulting BD puts the upper tract at risk
if not properly addressed [1]. Except for miniaturization
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of surgical endoscopes and the use of laser technology for
valve ablation, little advances have been achieved in the
primary postnatal surgical management of PUV. Meanwhile, a huge leap has been accomplished in the field of
antenatal diagnosis and intervention of fetuses diagnosed
with LUTO [2]. Also, BD in boys with PUV, commonly
known as “the valve bladder syndrome,” has been extensively investigated by a myriad of studies. Deep understanding of the urodynamic consequences of PUV has
introduced new modalities for medical management of
valve bladder syndrome with subsequently improved
upper tract and continence outcomes. It has also narrowed the scope of surgical reconstruction to those who
continue to deteriorate despite maximal management.
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In this manuscript, we aim to summarize the advances
achieved in the field of antenatal intervention for prenatally suspected PUV and review medical management of
valve bladder syndrome. Further, an update on some surgical aspects of PUV, including techniques of valve ablation, urinary diversion, augmentation cystoplasty (AC)
and renal transplantation (RT), is briefly presented.

2 Main text
2.1 Materials and methods

The authors systematically searched MEDLINE,
EMBASE, Pubmed and Google Scholar through December 2020 using a combination of the keywords: posterior
urethral valves, congenital urinary obstruction, antenatal,
valve bladder syndrome, medical, anticholinergics, alpha
blocker, antibiotics and biofeedback, diversion, augmentation cystoplasty, renal transplantation and their word
variants. Titles and abstracts were carefully reviewed
to identify articles of interest. The reference lists of the
articles obtained were also searched for any relevant
articles. Only papers written in English were reviewed.
Case reports and case series were excluded. The review
mainly focused on meta-analyses, reviews, randomized
controlled trails if available and cohort studies. In case
of multiple publications from the same institution, we
have included the most recent study or the one with the

Fig. 1 Flowchart of the search process
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largest number of subjects. This literature was summarized in the manuscript.

3 Results
A total of 477 articles met the search criteria. We primarily aimed at focusing on meta-analyses, systematic reviews, randomized controlled trials if available
and cohort studies. Case reports were excluded. In case
of duplicate publication, the most recent version was
selected. A total of 129 articles were carefully reviewed,
the full text of which was obtained. The number was
reduced to 96 in an effort to include studies with the better quality or larger patient population. The flowchart of
the search process is shown in Fig. 1. The data retrieved
were summarized in the current review.
4 Discussion
I.Antenatal diagnosis and intervention for PUV:
• Antenatal diagnosis:
With widespread use of prenatal ultrasound, 46–53% of
PUV cases are suspected antenatally [3]. Prenatal ultrasound findings of bilateral hydroureteronephrosis, megacystis and dilation of the posterior urethra (the keyhole
sign) with or without oligohydramnios in a male fetus are
suggestive, but not specific for PUV. Prenatal ultrasound
diagnosis of PUV was reported to be 94% sensitive, but
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only 43% specific. The low specificity of prenatal ultrasound diagnosis reflects its poor ability in distinguishing
PUV from other causes of fetal LUTO including urethral
atresia and prune belly syndrome [4]. Maternal obesity,
unfavorable fetal position and oligohydramnios further
limit the ability of antenatal ultrasound in delineating
fetal urinary tract anomalies [5, 6].
Compared to antenatal ultrasound, fetal MRI provides superior anatomic details and better assessment
of the ureteral and posterior urethral dilation without
being significantly affected by the amniotic fluid volume
or fetal position (Fig. 2). Therefore, fetal MRI can more
reliably distinguish PUV from other etiologies of antenatal hydronephrosis. Pico et al. reported that fetal MRI
findings coincided with the postnatal diagnosis of urinary tract anomalies in 97% of cases, relative to 56% with
ultrasound examination alone and changed the perinatal
care in 15% of patients included in that study [7]. Faure
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et al. found that a higher-than-normal apparent diffusion
coefficient (ADC) of the renal parenchyma on fetal DWMRI was associated with unfavorable postnatal outcome.
In their study of 11 fetuses with the prenatal diagnosis
of PUV, two cases with oligohydramnios, hyperintense
kidneys and significantly elevated ADC were terminated.
All four live-born fetuses with elevated ADC (1.8–2.3
mm2/s, normal range 1.2–1.8 mm2/s) had severe pulmonary hypoplasia, suffered respiratory distress at birth and
developed renal insufficiency later in life. They suggested
that ADC of the renal parenchyma can help in parental
counseling and decision making for prenatal intervention
[8]. Like prenatal ultrasound, fetal MRI is not without
limitations. Some centers recommend performing fetal
MRI between 28 and 32 weeks of gestation to enhance
image quality. By that time, irreversible fetal renal damage may have already taken place, limiting the usefulness
of antenatal intervention. Maternal sedation is required

Fig. 2 Prenatal ultrasound a, b and fetal MRI c, d , e showing bilateral hydronephrosis (black arrows), distended bladder (B) with dilation of the
posterior urethra “the keyhole sign” (white arrows), suggestive of the diagnosis of posterior urethral valve
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by some protocols for fetal MRI to limit fetal movements
and enhance image quality. Further, fetal MRI is still not
widely available and its interpretation requires special
expertise. The role of fetal cystoscopy in confirming the
diagnosis of PUV will be discussed later in the manuscript. The management of antenatally diagnosed PUV is
summarized in Fig. 3.
• Patient selection for antenatal intervention:
Untreated fetal LUTO carries a perinatal mortality rate
in the range of 45% that rises to 95% in the presence of
mid-trimester oligohydramnios [2, 6]. Furthermore,
ESRD develops in 25–44% of survivors during childhood
[2, 3]. The devastating consequences of fetal LUTO have
driven enthusiasm in antenatal intervention. Because
of its significant maternal and fetal morbidity, careful
selection of candidates for fetal bladder drainage is of
utmost importance and is probably the most challenging conundrum of antenatal intervention. For years,
fetal urine biochemical characteristics have been used
to triage fetuses for antenatal intervention. Fetal bladder urinary sodium > 100 mEq/L, chloride > 90 mEq/L

Fig. 3 Summary of the antenatal management of PUV
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and osmolarity > 210 mOsm/L were considered indicative of poor renal function outcome. Sequential measurements that are trending toward normal are indicative of
good fetal renal function and are generally considered
more reliable than a single measurement [9–11]. Nicolini et al. suggested two fetal bladder aspirations on two
consecutive days [12], whereas Freedman et al. recommended at least 3 aspirations 48–72 h apart [13]. Some
investigators used a fetal urinary ẞ2-microglobulin
of > 6 mg/L and a fetal serum ẞ2-microglobulin ≥ 5 mg/L
as predictors of poor postnatal renal function. Fetal
urinary ẞ2-microglobulin level higher than 13 mg/L
is considered invariably lethal and is used as an indication for termination of pregnancy [10, 14]. Changes
of the fetal serum ẞ2-microgloulin following antenatal intervention can reflect the recoverability of fetal
renal function, unlike changes of the fetal urinary electrolytes and ẞ2-microgloulin as shown by Craparo and
coworkers [15]. According to a systematic review by
Morris et al., fetal urinary calcium > 95th centile [positive LR = 6.65(0.23–190.96); negative LR = 0.19(0.05–
0.74)] and sodium > 95th centile for gestation [positive
LR = 4.46(1.71–11.6); negative LR = 0.39(0.17–0.88)] are
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the most accurate fetal urinary predictors of poor postnatal renal function. Other urinary analytes (e.g., IGF-1,
creatinine and cystatin C) have also been used less frequently. Despite their wide use, fetal urinary analytes
have limited overall accuracy with a sensitivity in the
range of 40–100% and a specificity not exceeding 80%.
Therefore, it should be cautiously interpreted when used
to select patients for antenatal intervention [16].
Fetal urinary proteomics have also been used to predict
postnatal renal function and outperformed other predictors of early postnatal ESRD with an 88% sensitivity and
95% specificity. Combining fetal urinary metabolomics
with proteomics significantly improved the diagnostic
accuracy of fetal metabolomics, but not that of the fetal
proteomics [17]. Yet, these promising tools are neither
widely available nor routinely used.
To avoid the invasive nature and significant morbidity
associated with fetal urine or blood sampling, some radiologic features (including gestational age at diagnosis,
amniotic fluid volume, megacystis, severity of hydronephrosis and the appearance of the renal cortex) were used
to predict postnatal renal function. Ultrasonic appearance of the renal cortex (hyperechogenic or cystic) was
considered the most accurate ultrasound predictor (sensitivity 57%, specificity 84%) of poor postnatal function
in a meta-analysis by Morris et al. [18]. As mentioned
earlier, Faure et al. suggested that ADC of the fetal renal
parenchyma on diffusion-weighted fetal MRI can predict postnatal renal function [8]. Table 1 summarizes the
advantages, disadvantages and diagnostic performance
of fetal parameters used to select patients for antenatal
intervention.
• Techniques and outcomes of antenatal intervention for fetal LUTO:
Antenatal intervention for severe LUTO, by means of
vesicoamniotic shunting (VAS) or fetoscopic valve ablation (FVA), aims at preventing further renal damage,
reversing oligohydramnios and allowing more normal
bladder and lung development. Antenatal intervention
is typically offered between 20 and 28 weeks of gestation, but has been performed as early as 12.3 weeks[19].
Given its associated significant perinatal morbidity and
mortality, antenatal intervention is typically reserved
for singleton, male fetuses with normal karyotyping, no
other associated major anomalies, presumably salvageable renal functions and potentially fatal LUTO resulting
in late first or early second trimester oligohydramnios.
The small number of cases, significant variability of the
thresholds used for patient selection and non-uniform
outcome measures are obvious limitations to most studies addressing antenatal therapy.
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Open fetal surgery to relieve fetal LUTO with cutaneous vesicostomy or bilateral ureterostomies has been
largely abandoned and replaced by the less morbid VAS
and FVA [2]. Several studies have demonstrated the feasibility of VAS, yet with controversial benefit to perinatal
survival and postnatal renal function [9, 11, 13]. PLUTO
(percutaneous intervention for fetal LUTO) is the only
available randomized multicenter trial comparing VAS
and conservative management of fetal LUTO. Although
VAS was associated with improved neonatal survival
over conservative management in that trial, VAS failed to
prevent or at least reduce the incidence of ESRD. Despite
the significant technical refinements including: amnioinfusion to improve visualization, temporary fetal paralysis
and improved imaging techniques with more accurate
catheter placement, significant perinatal morbidity and
mortality occurred in 40% of cases treated with VAS.
When reviewing the results of PLUTO trial, two issues
should be kept in mind. First, the study was planned to
include 75 pregnant ladies in each arm, but it was closed
prematurely with only 31 cases enrolled in both arms due
to poor patient recruitment. Therefore, the study could
be under-powered. Secondly, of all the study subjects
only two infants survived to the age of 2 years with normal renal function denoting poor overall postnatal renal
function outcome irrespective of the treatment approach
[6]. In a meta-analysis including 112 fetuses who were
shunted and 134 fetuses treated conservatively, VAS was
associated with a statistically better survival in the first
6 months of life (57% for VAS vs. 39% for observation).
However, shunting neither impacted survival between 6
and 12 months nor improved postnatal renal function.
Interestingly, the effect of shunting was less obvious in
patients with favorable fetal urinary analytes [20]. Likewise, Ruano reported better survival after VAS shunting
and proposed a classification to assess the severity of fetal
LUTO and select patients for antenatal intervention [21].
Fetal cystoscopic valve ablation was later introduced
with several potential advantages over VAS. Fetal cystoscopy enables endoscopic examination of the bladder
and proximal urethra to confirm the diagnosis of PUV
and exclude other etiologies of LUTO. FVA also allows
more definitive and physiologic relief of obstruction
without compromising fetal bladder cycling. Additionally, it avoids the mechanical complications associated
with VAS including shunt tube obstruction or dislodgement with the subsequent need for reintervention.
Another advantage of FVA is the avoidance of amnioinfusion with its well-known risks [22]. More importantly,
there is some evidence that FVA may improve renal function outcome compared to conservative management or
VAS. In a multicenter study of 111 pregnancies complicated by fetal LUTO with oligo- or an-hydramnios, 61

Have been widely studied

Reflect glomerular damage

Can be used to reflect the recoverability of fetal renal function
following antenatal intervention

Noninvasive
Widely available
Sedation is not required
Renal cortical appearance is highly predictive of renal dysplasia
on autopsy or biopsy and is a good predictor of postnatal renal
function

Better anatomic details
More reliably distinguish PUV from other causes of fetal obstructive uropathy
ADC of the fetal renal parenchyma has been used to predict
postnatal renal function
Better sensitivity and specificity for prediction of postnatal renal
insufficiency

Fetal bladder urinary electrolytes (urinary sodium > 100 mEq/L,
chloride > 95 mEq/L, osmolarity > 210 mOsm/L)
Sensitivity 40–100%
Specificity 80%

Fetal urinary ẞ2-mircroglobulin
Sensitivity 57–81%
Specificity 80–89%

Fetal serum ẞ2-mircroglobulin

Fetal ultrasound (severity of hydronephrosis, gestational age
at diagnosis, cortical echogenicity, cortical cysts, amniotic fluid
volume)
Sensitivity 57–66%
Specificity 84–100%

Fetal MRI

Fetal urinary omics
Sensitivity 50–88%
Specificity 68–95%

ADC: apparent diffusion coefficient, MRI: magnetic resonance imaging, PUV: posterior urethral valve

Pros

Fetal parameters

Invasive
Expensive
Still investigational
Cutoff values do not exist

Maternal sedation is sometimes required
Performing MRI late in pregnancy limits its value as a predictive
tool for antenatal intervention

Limited specificity in distinguishing PUV from other causes of fetal
lower urinary tract obstruction
Results are limited by maternal obesity, fetal movements, oligohydramnios and operator expertise
Gestational age at diagnosis, hydronephrosis and megacystis are
poor predictors of postnatal renal function
Amniotic fluid volume does not reflect renal function in the first
trimester
Renal parenchymal architecture is difficult to assess early in pregnancy (before 22–23 weeks)

Invasive
Technically difficult
More risky than fetal bladder urine sampling early in pregnancy
Variable reference ranges
Levels vary with gestational age

Invasive
Variable reference ranges
Levels vary with gestational age

Invasive
Repeated sampling is usually required
Variable reference ranges
Levels vary with gestational age
Conflicting data on diagnostic performance

Cons

Table 1 Summary of the pros and cons of different fetal parameters used to predict postnatal renal function and select candidates for antenatal intervention
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patients were treated expectantly, 34 underwent FVA,
and 16 underwent VAS insertion. All three groups had
favorable fetal urine biochemical parameters at baseline. Perinatal survival was higher in the fetal cystoscopy (38.2%) and VAS (43.8%), relative to the expectant
management group (19.7%). The 6-month survival rate
was not statistically different between the FVA and VAS
groups (p = 0.76), but the FVA group had a higher percentage of patients with normal postnatal renal function
(75%), compared to the expectant management group
(39.3%) (p = 0.03). Such an effect was not seen in the VAS
group (p = 0.29) [23]. Of course, FVA is more technically demanding and requires considerable expertise. In a
series of 40 fetuses with LUTO treated with FVA, urinary
fistula was the most common complication seen in 10%.
The associated complication rate was significantly lower
when the procedure was performed by a more experienced fetal surgeon [24]. With any antenatal intervention
technique, periodic surveillance is mandatory to monitor fetal viability, exclude LUTO recurrence and ensure
restoration of the amniotic fluid volume. Reintervention
may be considered in patients with unresolved or recurrent obstruction [23].
• Limitations of antenatal intervention for PUV:
Several constraints limit the use of antenatal intervention technique for fetal LUTO. First, ultrasonic features
of LUTO are not specific for PUV. Second, the correct
diagnosis can be impacted by gestational age, the skill of
the obstetric sonographer and the amniotic fluid volume
[4]. Third, studies on antenatal intervention are mostly
small case series with heterogeneous patient population
and several technical modifications within and between
individual studies. Therefore, it is difficult to generalize
the conclusions of these studies. There is no consensus
on the ideal timing and patient selection criteria for antenatal intervention, as previously discussed. Further, antenatal intervention is associated with significant maternal
and fetal morbidity, limiting its use to centers with profound expertise in fetal intervention and fetuses unlikely
to survive without intervention. Moreover, repeated
interventions may be required with shunt dislodgement
or with recurrent signs of LUTO in subsequent followup. Although there is some evidence that antenatal intervention improves perinatal survival, there is not strong
enough evidence to support its benefit to postnatal renal
and bladder function. The results of some of the previous
studies addressing antenatal intervention for fetal LUTO
are summarized in Table 2 [6, 9–13, 23, 25, 26].
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II. Medical treatment for PUV:
Even after successful PUV ablation, persistent BD (a.k.a.
valve bladder syndrome) is seen in 70–80% of patients [1,
27, 28]. Most infants and young children with PUV have
reduced capacity, hypocompliant bladders with or without detrusor overactivity (DO). As those children grow,
their bladder capacity and compliance gradually improve,
but myogenic failure may take place [1]. These urodynamic observations formed the basis of management of
valve bladder syndrome with the hope of improving bladder dynamics and subsequently continence and upper
tract outcomes.
• Anticholinergic treatment:
The successful use of anticholinergics in patients with
poorly compliant and overactive neurogenic bladders has
led clinicians to consider their use in patients with PUV
and similar urodynamic abnormalities. To date, oxybutynin is the only anticholinergic medication approved for
use in children and has been used in children with PUV
at dose of 0.1–0.2 mg/kg BID or TID [29]. Higher doses
were given in older children up to 5 mg times daily [30].
Oxybutynin treatment has also been tested in infants
with PUV based on the assumption that early anticholinergic treatment could potentially hasten bladder recovery
and decrease the risk of permanent bladder dysfunction [29]. The indications for oxybutynin treatment in
that study were high voiding pressure (> 60 cm H2O),
small bladder capacity (< 70% of the expected bladder
capacity for age) [29]. Other investigators used anticholinergic medications later in life for patients who demonstrated small capacity, impaired compliance or DO in the
absence of bladder outlet obstruction [31, 32].
Puri reported symptomatic improvement in 16 of 30
children with history of PUV, along with a concomitant
increase in the cystometric capacity and lowered bladder
pressures following treatment with imipramine, an antidepressant with known anticholinergic activity [31,32].
Casey et al., hypothesized that oxybutynin treatment
in infants with PUV can promote bladder remodeling
and reduce the risk of permanent BD. In their study of
18 PUV infants with high voiding pressure and/or small
bladder capacity, oxybutynin treatment for a mean of
2.2 years resulted in improved compliance in all patients
with reduced compliance. Patients with reduced bladder
capacity demonstrated an increase in the bladder capacity from a mean of 47.7% to 216% of expected bladder
capacity for age [29]. In a randomized controlled study,
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Table 2 Study characteristics and outcomes of antenatal intervention for fetal lower urinary tract obstruction
Study

Study design

Patient characteristics

Survival outcome

Renal function outcome

Crombleholme 1990 [9]

Retrospective

40 fetuses:
16 good prognosis group (9
treated)
24 poor prognosis group (10
treated)

OS: 38%
After exclusion of elective
terminations: 58% OS
Good prognosis group: 81%
OS
Poor prognosis group: 13%
OS

Good prognosis group: none of
9 treated survivors had ESRD
Poor prognosis group: 2/3
treated survivors had ESRD

Nicolini 1991 [12]

Retrospective

17 fetuses (8 had VAS)

Only 2 fetuses with VAS
survived (25%)
The remaining patients were
terminated, aborted or died
in the neonatal period

The two survivors had normal
RF at follow-up

Lipitz 1993 [10]

Retrospective

25 fetuses (14 had VAS)

VAS: 6/14 (43%) survived the
neonatal period
No treatment: 3/11 (27%)
survived the neonatal period

5/6 survivors after VAS had RI
2/3 survivors without VAS
had RI

Freedman 1999 [13]

Retrospective

34 patients had VAS
17 survived > 2 years 14
studied (4 had PUV)

2-year OS: 50%

36% (5/14) had kidney transplant
21% (3/14) had RI
Of 4 PUV patients:
one had normal RF, 2 had RI
and one had ESRD
3 required bladder augmentation

Morris 2013 [6]

Randomized controlled trial 31 fetuses (16 VAS, 15 no
treatment)

VAS: 8/16 (50%) survived the
neonatal period
No treatment: 4/15 (27%)
survived the neonatal period

VAS: 2/16 patients had normal
RF at 2 years
No treatment: none had normal RF at 2 years

Holmes 2001 [11]

Retrospective

14 fetuses with PUV (9 VAS, 2
FVA, 2 bladder marsupialization, 1 cutaneous ureterostomy)

8/14 (57%) survived
(12 months-19 years)

5/8 (63%) survivors had RI, 2 of
them had kidney transplant

Quintero 1995 [25]

Cohort

13 fetuses (4 standard VAS,
2 urethral stents, 1 PUV permeation, 4 diagnostic fetal
cystoscopy only)

Standard VAS: 3/4 survived
Urethral stents: 2/2 survived
One patient had PUV permeation was terminated

VAS:
1/3 survivors had normal RF
2 had ESRD
Urethral stents: no data on RF

Welsh 2003 [26]

Cohort, retrospective

10 fetuses had intervention: OS: 50% (5/10) in those
1 HA
who had intervention
2 HA + guidewire passage
(16–34 months)
4 guidewire only
1 HA + guidewire passage + VAS
2. guidewire + VAS
3. Only diagnostic cystoscopy

Ruano 2015 [23]

Case–control, prospectively 111 fetuses (34 FVA, 16 VAS,
collected data
61 no intervention)

Intervention group: 40%
6-month OS
FVA: 38% 6-month OS
VAS: 44% 6-month OS
No intervention: 6-month
20% OS

Overall, 3/5 survivors had
normal RF
2/3 PUV survivors had normal
RF

FVA: better RF than no intervention (75% had normal RF
vs. 39%)
VAS: similar RF to no intervention group (60% had normal RF
vs. 39%)

FVA: fetoscopic valve ablation, ESRD: end-stage renal disease, HA: hydroablation, OS: overall survival, PUV: posterior urethral valve, RF: renal function, RI: renal
impairment, VAS: vesicoamniotic shunt

Abdelhalim et al. demonstrated improved hydronephrosis in 61.9% of renal units in patients treated with oxybutynin relative to 34.8% in those actively observed. Further,
vesicoureteral reflux (VUR) resolved in 62.5% of renal
units in the oxybutynin arm versus 25% in the observation arm. However, the reported hydronephrosis and

VUR resolution did not translate into a significant difference in renal function outcome, UTI recurrence rates
or attainment of toilet training. The authors suggest that
anticholinergic treatment can be considered in infants
and young children with persistent hydronephrosis after
endoscopic valve ablation [30].
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Parents and caregivers should be informed that
anticholinergics are associated with common, but tolerable, dose-related adverse events including dry mouth,
facial flushing and constipation. Although some studies
reported a negative effect on memory and cognition in
adults treated with anticholinergics, there is no evidence
to support such an effect in children [33,32]. ẞ2 agonists,
such as mirabegron, have been used successfully to treat
overactive bladder and DO in adults with less adverse
effects compared to anticholinergics. To the best of our
knowledge, there have been no studies evaluating the use
ẞ2 agonists for treatment of bladder dysfunction secondary to PUV to date. If proven effective, ẞ2 agonists will
hopefully overcome some of the limitations of anticholinergic therapy.
While some investigators linked anticholinergic treatment to drug-induced myogenic failure [34], others
believe that myogenic failure is the result of untreated
BD in childhood [35]. In some studies, myogenic failure
was observed only in patients treated with anticholinergics. Therefore, it was assumed that myogenic failure
is the result of anticholinergic treatment [31,34,36]. For
instance, Misseri et al. observed myogenic failure in 5.9%
of patients, all had hypocompliant bladders at baseline
and were treated with anticholinergics. Myogenic failure developed only after institution of anticholinergic
treatment and resolved once anticholinergic treatment
was discontinued. Other investigators presumed that
untreated bladder dysfunction would result in bladder
decompensation and eventually myogenic failure [35,37].
Androulakakis et al. diagnosed myogenic failure in 10 of
18 (55.5%) adolescent and pubertal boys treated for PUV
during infancy. None of those patients received anticholinergic therapy. The authors of that study assumed that
secondary bladder neck obstruction resulted in myogenic
failure since 5 of those patients had improved uroflow
pattern following alpha-blocker treatment or bladder
neck incision (BNI) [38].
• Alpha-blocker treatment:
Secondary bladder neck obstruction (BNO) is thought
to contribute to BD and continued renal deterioration in PUV patients. The diagnosis of BNO in patients
with PUV is challenging since most patients have bladder neck hypertrophy on VCUG and a prominent
posterior lip of the bladder neck on cystoscopy. The
diagnosis requires the combination of a high detrusor voiding pressure and a low urinary flow rate in the
absence of distal obstruction by residual valves or urethral stricture. Alpha-blocker treatment and BNI have
been used arbitrarily in the literature to treat secondary BNO in patients with history of PUV. To the best
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of our knowledge, the efficacy or safety of both treatment modalities for treating bladder neck obstruction
has not been examined in a comparative design. Compared to alpha-blocker treatment, the effects of BNI
including the potential risk of retrograde ejaculation
are obviously long-lasting and probably irreversible.
In a heterogeneous group of patients with persistent
upper tract dilation and history of PUV ablation, Donohoe et al. identified that 7 patients with BNO: 5 were
treated with alpha blocker and two with BNI. Five subsequently had resolved or improved hydronephrosis
[36]. Similarly, Combs et al. diagnosed unequivocal
secondary BNO in 22% of their cohort of PUV patients.
They demonstrated 60% reduction of the mean voiding pressure and doubling of Qmax and Qave with
alpha-blocker treatment [39]. Abraham and colleagues
treated 42 patients with elevated postvoid residual
(PVR) following PUV ablation with powdered terazosin
tablets (0.02 to 0.4 mg/kg OD). After an average followup of 17 months, there was an 85% reduction of PVR
with improved urinary stream and improved upper
tract dilation [40]. The ideal duration of alpha-blocker
therapy remains unclear.
• Continuous antibiotic prophylaxis (CAP):
As long as the controversy of using CAP in primary VUR
and antenatal hydronephrosis is not solved, the use of
CAP in more complex clinical situations as in PUV will
be even more perplexing. To our knowledge, there are
no well-designed studies examining the utility of CAP in
reducing UTI risk in PUV patients. Therefore, it seems
prudent to consider CAP in newborns before valve ablation, patients with persistent VUR after PUV ablation
and those with recurrent UTIs.
• Desmopressin for nephrogenic diabetes insipidus:
As many as 78% of PUV patients have polyuria due to
irreversible renal tubular damage resulting in loss of the
renal concentrating capacity [41]. Polyuria is thought to
contribute to BD, urinary incontinence and persistent
upper tract dilation [41–43]. Naghizadeh et al. treated
16 PUV patients with polyuria and hypo-osmolar urine
with desmopressin (0.4 mg/day in two divided doses)
for 3 months. The mean patient age in that study was
6.8 years (range 2 to 11 years). Desmopressin treatment resulted in a significant reduction of 24-hour
urine volumes and an increase in the urine osmolarity.
The response to desmopressin was more pronounced
in patients with BD, normal baseline serum ADH levels and higher baseline creatinine clearance. However,
the improved urine characteristics after desmopressin
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treatment did not result in improved voiding symptoms
in those who were toilet trained [43].
• Angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitors (ACEIs):
Alterations of the renin–angiotensin system play a crucial role in regulating glomerular hemodynamics and
were claimed as one of the contributing factors to progression of renal damage in PUV patients. A study by
Bajpai et al. demonstrated decline of serum creatinine
and downregulation of the plasma renin activity following PUV ablation. Longer follow-up demonstrated a
13–71% decline of GFR with a 4–23.5% rise of plasma
renin activity. Treatment with ACE-Is (Enalapril
0.14 mg/kg/day) for a mean of 18.2 ± 4 months resulted
in a 55–64.6% decrease in micro-albuminuria, a modest rise (4.2–5.9%) of GFR and a marginal decrease in
serum creatinine [44]. It was also hypothesized that
ACE-I treatment does not only ameliorate proteinuria and slow the progression of chronic kidney disease
(CKD), but it also inhibits some of the pathologic bladder changes induced by bladder outlet obstruction. In
a neonatal rabbit model, captopril was found to inhibit
serosal hyperplasia and collagen deposition induced
by partial bladder outlet obstruction, but had minimal
effect in a rat model of bladder outlet obstruction [45].
This hypothetical benefit of ACE-Is on bladder remodeling was not, however, tested in humans.
• Nocturnal bladder emptying:
Diminished bladder sensations, polyuria and incomplete
bladder emptying exacerbate BD in PUV patients. A
strict regimen of timed daytime voiding, double voiding,
anticholinergics and intermittent daytime catheterization
sometimes fails to improve upper tract dilation. Nocturnal bladder drainage in patients with poor bladder compliance is thought to decrease UTI risk, upper tract dilation
and post-obstructive diuresis. It could also improve continence and reduce progression to renal failure. It has been
assumed that bladder drainage overnight would lower
the bladder pressure, provide a period of bladder rest and
subsequently improve bladder dynamics and upper tract
outcomes [42,46]. After initiating a program of nocturnal
bladder emptying with an indwelling overnight catheter,
intermittent nighttime catheterization or frequent nocturnal double voiding in 12 boys with valve bladder syndrome, Koff et al. reported improved hydronephrosis and
renal function. The outcome of patients treated with overnight catheter drainage was comparable to those treated
with bladder augmentation [42,46].
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• Biofeedback and pelvic floor exercise:
Pelvic floor dysfunction is thought to contribute to bladder dysfunction in PUV patients. Children with DO may
tighten their pelvic floor and external sphincter to maintain continence. Non-relaxing pelvic floor together with
DO could raise the bladder pressure and lead to worsening hydronephrosis. Non-relaxing pelvic floor may also
lead to poor bladder emptying, high PVR and eventually
bladder decompensation and myogenic failure. Using
biofeedback is thought to improve bladder emptying,
lower the detrusor pressure and eventually improve
hydronephrosis and functional bladder capacity. Ansari
et al. used biofeedback and pelvic floor exercise to treat
PUV patients with persistent lower urinary tract dysfunction. Of 30 patients included in that study, 70% had
symptomatic improvement. Mean cystometric bladder
capacity increased from 65% to 87.25% of the expected
capacity after treatment and hydronephrosis improved in
21%. Patients with DO, larger bladder capacity and lower
end-filling pressure were more likely to benefit from
treatment [47].
III. Surgical aspects of PUV:
• Valve ablation methods:
If the diagnosis of PUV is suspected, bladder drainage is recommended, preferably with a non-ballooned
catheter. Once the patient is stabilized, infravesical
obstruction should be removed by endoscopic valve
ablation. A variety of techniques have been described
for PUV ablation including: cold knife ablation
(Fig. 4b, c and d), Fogarty balloon, hook diathermy
electrode (Fig. 4e and 4f ) hot loop resectoscope
(Fig. 4g) and valve ablation using bugbee electrode
(Fig. 4h). Compared to cold knife ablation, valve resection using electrical current has been associated with
a relatively higher incidence of complications including postoperative retention and urethral stricture
[48,49]. Recently, there has been a growing interest in
the use of holmium or thallium laser to ablate valves
with comparable outcomes. Laser ablation provides
the potential benefit of controlled ablation of valves
with a lower risk of urethral stricture due to limited
tissue penetration, short catheterization time and less
irritative symptoms and risk of retention when compared to thermal ablation [50–52]. These methods
proposed for ablation of valves have not been compared in a randomized fashion and the choice of valve
ablation method remains subject to surgeon preference and institutional protocols. Postnatal management of PUV is summarized in Fig. 5.
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Fig. 4 Endoscopic appearance of type I PUV (a). Valve ablation using cold knife at 5 (b), 7 (c) and 12 o’clock (d). Hook diathermy electrode ablation
of PUV at 5 (e) and 12 o’clock (f). Valve ablation using hot loop resectoscope (g) and bugbee electrode (h). After valve ablation at 12 and 5 o’clock

• Urinary diversion in patients with PUV:
• Effect of urinary diversion on bladder dynamics:
With miniaturization of pediatric endoscopy, PUV ablation is currently considered the standard treatment of
PUV. Vesicostomy is typically reserved for severe lowbirth weight newborns whose urethra cannot accommodate the scope for valve ablation or in those with high
PVR, persistently elevated serum creatinine or recurrent
UTIs despite adequate valve ablation [53]. Advocates of
urinary diversion believe that diversion provides lowpressure drainage of the urinary tract, resulting in at
least temporary and rapid improvement of renal function [54,55]. Some authors believe that prolonged urinary
diversion may lead to bladder defunctionalization with
subsequent loss of bladder compliance and increased the
need for bladder augmentation. This belief is supported
by the higher prevalence of reduced bladder capacity,
elevated end-filling pressure, impaired compliance and
more DO reported in some children treated initially with
diversion followed by undiversion and valve ablation at
an older age, relative to those treated with primary valve
ablation [56,57]. On the contrary, other studies reported
increased bladder capacity and improved bladder
dynamics after a period of temporary diversion [58,59].
Advocates of diversion believe that putting the bladder
temporarily at rest may reverse some of the pathologic
bladder changes resulting from bladder outlet obstruction. They debate reports of poor urodynamic outcomes following diversion by the opinion that diversion

was initially chosen as a line of treatment for high-risk
patients who sustained significant bladder damage in
utero as a result of bladder outlet obstruction [60]. The
future need for complex reconstructive procedures with
repeated anesthetic exposure to restore the urinary tract
anatomy is another clear limitation of diversion.
• Vesicostomy versus supravesical diversion
Before the concept of valve bladder syndrome became
widely accepted, supravesical diversion, with ureterostomy or pyelostomy, was proposed to treat what was
thought to be concomitant anatomic obstruction at the
ureterovesical junctions. Although supravesical diversion provides timely decompression of the dilated upper
tracts, it may have more deleterious effects on bladder
dynamics relative to vesicostomy by preventing bladder
cycling. Duckett further assumed that the valve bladder
is the result of supravesical diversion [61]. This assumption is readily rebutted by the presence of similar urodynamic abnormalities in children treated with primary
valve ablation and has never been diverted. If one has to
choose, vesicostomy is preferable to supravesical diversion in terms of preserving bladder function. In a study
by Jayanthi et al. including 31 PUV patients treated with
urinary diversion, bladder augmentation was required in
only one of 21 patients treated with vesicostomy compared to 7 of 10 patients treated with supravesical diversion. The majority of patients treated with vesicostomy
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Fig. 5 Summary of the postnatal management of PUV. ABG: arterial blood gases, BOO: bladder outlet obstruction, CIC: clean intermittent
catheterization, PUV: posterior urethral valve, RBUS: renal bladder ultrasound, UTI: urinary tract infection, VCUG: voiding cystourethrogram, VUDS:
videourodynamics

had normal bladder capacities with storage pressures
less than 30 cmH2O after vesicostomy reversal. Notably, the decision for bladder augmentation in that study
was solely based on the presence of bladder trabeculation and a small bladder capacity on cystogram without
formal urodynamic testing [62]. Conversely, Ghanem

et al. demonstrated preservation of the bladder capacity
and compliance in the majority of patients treated with
bilateral Sober ureterostomy for a mean of 55 months.
However, 42% of this study cohort had impaired renal
function at last follow-up [55].
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• Effect of urinary diversion on renal function, progression to ESRD and renal transplantation outcome:
In addition to the possible adverse effect of urinary diversion on bladder dynamics, its long-term benefit to renal
function remains debatable [63,64]. In a study comparing the progression to ESRD among patients with stage
III CKD secondary to PUV, patients treated with valve
ablation only had a higher incidence of ESRD at 1-year
follow-up than those treated with valve ablation followed
by vesicostomy or supravesical diversion. However, the
cumulative incidence of ESRD was not significantly different among these three treatment groups with longer
follow-up. This study provides insights that diversion
may not prevent or decrease the ultimate risk of ESRD,
but it could possibly delay the progression to ESRD and
the need for renal replacement therapy in a select patient
population [55,64]. Delaying the onset of ESRD should
not be underestimated since dialysis management in
infants and small children is challenging and carries a
high mortality risk [65]. Also, renal transplantation (RT)
is technically easier and has more favorable outcomes in
older patients [66].
A study by Bartsch et al. found less favorable transplantation outcomes in PUV children treated with extensive
urinary tract reconstruction than those treated with primary valve ablation or vesicostomy and delayed valve
ablation. Accordingly, the authors recommended avoiding extensive urinary tract reconstruction in patients
approaching ESRD [67]. However, it is also possible that
those who had more significant BD required urinary tract
reconstruction to prevent or at least delay the onset of
ESRD.
These conflicting data about the value of diversion,
like many other debates in the field of PUV, highlight the
obvious limitations of PUV literature including insufficiently powered studies comparing heterogeneous
patient populations with variable baseline characteristics,
outcome definition and follow-up protocols. Additionally, the choice of primary treatment as well as subsequent management is clearly subject to selection bias. In
summary, every PUV patient should be evaluated thoroughly and on individual basis in order to select patients
who could potentially benefit from urinary diversion and
also to optimize the timing, duration and choice of the
diversion technique.
• Bladder neck incision (BNI):
Bladder neck hypertrophy is one of the factors thought to
contribute to bladder dysfunction in PUV patients [38].
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The true existence of secondary bladder neck obstruction and its effect on long-term outcome of PUV patients
have been debated [60]. BNI or alpha-blocker treatment
was proposed to treat bladder neck hypertrophy, improve
bladder dynamics and prevent renal deterioration in a
handful of studies with conflicting results [34,38,68,69].
In a prospective study, Kajbafzadeh et al. reported
improved urodynamic parameters, higher VUR resolution rates, lower risk of myogenic failure and less need
for anticholinergic treatment when BNI was performed
concomitantly with PUV incision, compared to those
who had PUV ablation only [68]. Conversely, Singh et al.
reported improved peak flow rate and PVR, but similar
compliance, DO, end-filling pressure, maximum Pdet at
Qmax and reflux resolution rate in a prospective randomized study comparing PUV ablation alone to concomitant PUV and BNI [69].
The long-term sequelae of BNI on urinary continence
and ejaculation have been questioned [70]. Taskinen et al.
reported ejaculation failure in two of 19 adult patients
treated with PUV ablation and BNI during childhood.
Interestingly, dry ejaculate was also reported in one of
15 patients treated with PUV ablation only [71]. Keihani
reported no effect of BNI on continence, ejaculation or
semen quality in 18 adult patients who had concomitant
PUV ablation and BNI as children [72]. Similar results
were echoed by Hennus in 40 adult participants who had
superficial BNI at a median age of 4.7 years [73].
• Botulinum toxin injection:
Mokhless et al. examined the effect of botulinum toxin
injection into the bladder neck to address the potential bladder neck dysfunction in PUV patients. With 10
patients in both the study and control groups, they failed
to demonstrate any significant effects of bladder neck
botulinum toxin injection on urodynamic variables,
hydronephrosis or VUR resolution rates 6 months after
the procedure [70]. This study was, however, criticized by
relying on visual inspection for diagnosing bladder neck
obstruction and using a small dose of botulinum toxin
to inject the bladder neck. Such a small dose may not
be enough to block alpha receptors in the bladder neck.
Also, follow-up UDS were performed 6 months after
botulinum toxin, a time at which the effect of botulinum
toxin has probably waned. Since almost all patients with
PUV have bladder neck hypertrophy on VCUG, identifying patients with definite bladder neck obstruction who
could benefit from bladder neck intervention is challenging and requires the combination of videourodynamics with elevated voiding pressure, uroflowmetry with
obstructed flow and a quiet electromyography.
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• Bladder reconstruction in PUV patients:
AC may be required in some PUV patients in whom less
invasive therapeutic interventions have failed to correct BD, preserve the upper tract or achieve continence.
Catheterizable channels can be concomitantly performed
to facilitate CIC in patients with sensate urethras. Owing
to the well-known, long-term and serious consequences
of AC, including metabolic complications, mucus production, stone formation and risk of malignancy, careful
patient evaluation and family counseling are mandatory
before endorsing the decision of AC. These complications are more likely to arise in the pediatric population
that are expected to survive for several decades. Some of
these complications could be life threatening, particularly
with immunosuppression following RT [74,75]. Alfrey
reported AC takedown following RT due to serious UTIs
that were life threatening in two patients and resulted in
graft loss in another patient [74].
Importantly, most adolescents with PUV demonstrate
increased bladder capacity and improved compliance [1],
thus reducing the need for AC as patients age. Unlike
children with bladder exstrophy or neurogenic bladder,
approximately half of PUV patients receiving bladder
augmentation can void spontaneously without significant
residual urine [76,77].
While augmentation enterocystoplasty is considered
the standard approach, ureterocystoplasty is an attractive
option in PUV patients with massively dilated ureters.
It can avoid some of the complications of enterocystoplasty while achieving durable and comparable outcomes
in properly selected patients [78]. Although AC can help
achieve continence and stabilize or improve hydronephrosis, there is evidence that AC may not alter the natural history of CKD in PUV patients with renal dysplasia.
Bhatti et al. found that AC has failed to slow the progression of CKD in PUV patients who had pre-AC serum creatinine levels higher than 2 mg/dl and nadir creatinine
levels higher than 1 mg/dl [79].
• Renal transplantation in patients with PUV:
• Outcomes of RT in PUV patients:
PUV, among other causes of obstructive uropathy,
remains a frequent indication for pediatric renal transplantation [80,81]. Detailed pre-transplant evaluation,
including endoscopic examination and videourodynamics, as well as proper pre- and post-transplant management of the underlying BD is crucial to improve
transplantation outcomes and minimize urological
complications.
Results of kidney transplantation in children with PUV
are mixed, but most recent studies demonstrate graft
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survival rates and renal function outcomes similar to
children with other causes of ESRD [81–85]. Hebenstreit
et al. reported similar graft survival in patients with PUV
compared to patients with non-urologic causes of ESRD
[85]. Fewer studies have shown less favorable transplantation outcomes in PUV patients. For instance, Churchill et al. and others [86,87] reported lower graft survival
(40–50% graft survival at 5 years) than in children with
other urologic anomalies or medical causes of ESRD
[88]. Notably, graft losses in some of these studies were
attributed to causes unrelated to BD (e.g., vascular complication, acute or chronic graft rejection). Compared
to patients with other urinary tract anomalies, Salomon
et al. observed similar 5- and 10-year graft survival in
PUV patients. Nonetheless, patients with PUV had significantly higher serum creatinine at 10 years relative to
controls. Although not statistically significant, urological complications, especially ureteral obstruction, were
more common in PUV [89]. Likewise, Bartsch reported
lower 5-year creatinine clearance in PUV patients receiving kidney transplantation relative to controls with nonobstructive causes of ESRD, despite similar patient and
graft survival rates [67]. The improved graft survival and
older age at transplantation shown in subsequent studies
[75,82,83,90] probably reflects improved understanding
and better management of the underlying BD.
• Primary mode of treatment and outcomes of RT:
Fine et al. reported similar transplantation outcomes in
patients initially treated with valve ablation, vesicostomy
or supravesical diversion [84]. Conversely, Bartsch et al.
observed a lower 5-year creatinine clearance and higher
prevalence of incontinence in patients treated primarily
with supravesical diversion and extensive urinary tract
reconstruction [67]. These unfavorable outcomes reflect
a higher prevalence of BD in patients treated with urinary
diversion. Although undiversion is preferable before RT,
successful transplantation has been reported into incontinent diversions including vesicostomy [91–93].
• Timing of augmentation cystoplasty: before or after
RT:
BD should be carefully evaluated and adequately
addressed before and sometimes after RT to optimize
RT outcomes. AC may be required before RT for patients
with poor compliance or DO refractory to less invasive
treatment measures. Interestingly, graft deterioration and
progressive hydronephrosis have been reported following RT in patients with urodynamically adequate bladders on pre-transplant evaluation, necessitating post-RT
AC. These findings highlight the dynamic nature of BD in
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children with PUV and the need for continuous monitoring of bladder function even after RT [94,95]. Compared
to post-RT AC, pre-RT AC poses a lower risk of postoperative infectious complications in immunosuppressed
patients and avoids injuring the graft pedicle [96]. On the
other hand, pre-transplantation AC has several potential
hazards. First, AC is a major surgery with considerable
morbidity in patients with ESRD. It may also preclude
peritoneal dialysis. Additionally, the augment and its
pedicle are at risk of injury during RT. Further, pre-RT
AC may pose a higher risk of symptomatic UTIs, particularly with oligoanuric patients. Management of the
metabolic consequences of AC, particularly metabolic
acidosis, is another challenge in patients not yet on dialysis. Finally, BD may improve with polyuria control after
RT negating the need for AC.
To the best of our knowledge, pre-RT and post-RT
were not compared in a prospective fashion. Taghizadeh
et al. compared pre- and post-RT AC in a mixed cohort
of children with BD. Ureteric complications were more
common in the group that had RT first. Graft failure
occurred in 1/10 patients who had AC first due to renal
artery thrombosis compared to 4/8 who had RT first. In
the group who had RT first, graft failures were due to
(ureterostomy stenosis in one, recurring UTIs in two and
chronic graft rejection in the fourth patient). There was
no difference in hospital stay or the incidence of UTIs
in the early postoperative period between both groups.
The authors concluded that performing AC before RT
is a safer approach to protect the renal allograft and its
ureter and prevent such a major procedure in an immunocompromised child [96]. On the other hand, successful
transplantation into even a vesicostomy, or other forms
of incontinent urinary diversion, has been reported.
This approach allows deferring AC until the child is old
enough for cystoplasty and CIC can be appropriately performed [91,92].

5 Conclusions
Despite the substantial technical refinements accomplished, antenatal intervention for fetuses with a presumptive diagnosis of PUV remains associated with
significant fetal and maternal morbidity. Besides, there
is no consensus on the ideal patient selection criteria.
Antenatal intervention with VAS or FVA improves perinatal survival compared to observation in select population. However, the benefit to long-term renal and bladder
function is not clear with some data in favor of FVA.
There is a growing evidence that anticholinergic treatment improves upper tract and continence outcome in
infants and young children. A paucity of studies suggests
a potential role for alpha-blocker treatment, nocturnal
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bladder drainage and biofeedback in select PUV patients.
Urinary diversion should not be the standard approach. It
may delay, but does not prevent, progression to ESRD in
properly selected patients. Successful RT outcomes could
be achieved in children with PUV progressing to ESRD,
but management of the underlying BD is key. The lack of
well-designed and adequately powered prospective studies, rarity of disease, variability of presentation, heterogeneity of patient population, relatively short follow-up and
non-uniform outcome measures are obvious and almost
inevitable limitations to PUV literature.
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